Genetic Programming Representations for Complex Systems Modelling

Project Aims
Genetic Programming (GP) researchers have proposed several forms of computer program (or representations) to be used for artificial evolution. Typically, representations are highly effective during the initial search phases of evolution but stagnate before deep levels of complexity are developed. The research aims to find methods of improving the long term acquisition of novel features in GP.

TREAD: A New GP Representation
The research has generated a new representation, TREAD (Tangle Representing Execution And Data), which combines aspects of flow of execution and flow of data systems. TREAD evaluation is performed in an iterated manner which allows for complex solutions to tackle complex problems.

TREAD has several novel features:
- Each node has a "state of execution" (indicating whether a node is computing new values during a given iteration). The state of execution is determined by the sign of the value at an extra "trigger" input socket. An extra "activated" output socket indicates the current state of execution.
- A node’s input sockets are permitted to have multiple input connections. The value used by the node is the sum of the values from the input connections.
- Each connection has a real valued (possibly negative) weight which its signal is multiplied by.

To offset the computation required for these complex programs, evaluation is accelerated with GPU computation using nVidia’s CUDA technology.

Future work
Planned research includes investigating the effects of TREAD’s features, investigating the role of modularity on long term complexity growth and using the findings to attack new kinds of complex problems.
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